As to the categorial interplay and the incompatibility rules, there are no differences between anteriority to a reference point in the past and the above (chapter 10) discussed anteriority to the speech time. There is, however, a difference with respect to the orientation of the verb forms. As anteriority to a reference point in the past requires two reference points, the verb forms may orientate themselves by the one or the other. A temporal verb form can orientate itself in main clauses by the speech time only (cf. above, chapt. 7), the point of orientation of an aspectual verb form, on the other hand, may be the speech time or the second reference point in the past. If an aspectual verb form orientates itself by the speech time, it has to be specified as anterior to the speech time and as anterior-perfective with respect to the second reference point; if it orientates itself by the second reference point, it must be specified as simply anterior-perfective. In subordinate clauses, on the other hand, temporal and aspectual verb forms can orientate themselves by the speech time or the second reference point. In this case, a temporal verb form has to be specified as anterior or, respectively, as double anterior.
Main Clauses
The category in question is most commonly found in subordinate clauses, less often in main clauses. In order to investigate it, the informants were asked to translate sentences of the following kind: He said, 'Do not do it!' but he had already done it. For example: He said to his brother, 'Do not sell the car!' but the brother had already sold it. Furthermore, anteriority to a reference point in the past can be studied in main clauses of temporal sentences: When I saw him, he had already sold the car. Moreover, before-and until-situation will be discussed in this chapter. Anteriority in the past is designated by kān ap:1 punctual a. ʾallu la-xayyu: 'ma tiʾtul il-kalb !' bass xayyu kǟn ʾǟtlu "He said to his brother, 'Do not kill the dog!' but his brother had already killed it. h. lamma zirtu kǟn šǟyif is-sayyāra li baddu yištrīha 'When I visited him, he had already seen the car he intended to buy.'
A complex situation becomes punctual (rule 7):
i. ʾallu: 'ma tdiʾʾ ʿal-bǟb!' bass huwwe kǟn dǟʾiʾ ʿal-bǟb "He said to him, 'Do not knock at the door!' but he had already knocked at the door."
